Abstract. Previous research introduced Conditional Phase-type distributions (C-Ph) consisting of a Coxian phase-type distribution conditioned on a BN where the phase-type distribution represents a continuous survival variable, the duration of time until a particular event occurs and the BN represents a network of inter-related variables. The C-Ph model has proved to be a suitable technique for modeling patient duration of stay in hospital characterized by the patient's characteristics on admission to hospital. This paper expands upon this technique to form a family of DC-Ph models of which the C-Ph is a member and applies the models to modeling patient stay in hospital based a set of inter-related discrete covariates.
Introduction
The Conditional Phase-type model (C-Ph) was previously developed to represent a continuous survival distribution conditioned on a Bayesian network [Jensen, 2001] of inter-related variables [Marshall and McClean, 2003] . Incorporated into the model is the Coxian phase-type distribution [Neuts, 1981] , a special type of Markov model that considers the survival distribution as consisting of phases in a process which commence in a transient state or form, and move through successive states until finally terminating in a single absorbing state. This process component in the model is supported by a network of variables which together represent any influences that other useful data may have on the survival distribution. The research presented in this paper introduces the Discrete Conditional Phase-type models (DC-Ph) as an expansion of the C-Ph distribution.
The C-Ph model was initially applied to the healthcare domain to represent the duration of stay of elderly patients in hospital based on patient information. This then provided potential for using the model as a management tool for identifying patients who were most likely to have an extreme length of stay in hospital and as a consequence block the facilities or hospital bed to others. The DC-Ph will be demonstrated using similar data, this time for waiting times in an Accident and Emergency Department or Emergency room. This is a topic in need of investigation particularly as it currently generates a huge amount of media attention.
The DC-Ph model
Discrete Conditional Phase-type models (DC-Ph) are a family of models capable of representing a skewed survival distribution as a Process component preceded by a set of related discrete variables that may be referred to as the Causal or Conditional component. The models possess the following characteristics
Conditional Component comprising a graphical structure that captures the nature of the data by representing the various interrelationships between discrete variables.
(ii) Process Component consisting of a Coxian phase-type distribution that represents the survival distribution as the time to absorption of a finite Markov chain in continuous time, when there is a single absorbing state and the stochastic process starts in a transient state. Figure 1 illustrates the general form of the DC-Ph model comprising of the two components previously described. The second component, the Coxian phasetype distribution, is conditioned on the graphical model of variables in the first conditional component. There any many kinds of graphical model that could represent the conditional component, in particular, this paper focuses on the following; a Bayesian network, and a naïve Bayes classifier.
Bayesian network component (C-Ph model)
The DC-Ph model uses a Coxian phase-type distribution conditioned on a Bayesian network (BN). The nodes in the network represent the variables, while the arcs indicate dependence and independence relationships between the variables [Jensen, 2001] . Conditional probability tables are associated with each node and these parameters, along with the structure of the network, can be used to calculate any inference queries. Figure 2 illustrates the general form of the DC-Ph model with the Bayesian network as the conditional component. 2.2 Naïve Bayes classifier component. The second of the two DC-Ph models uses a Coxian phase-type distribution conditioned on a naïve Bayes classifier. The naïve Bayes classification technique is based on Bayes Theorem where the posterior probability of an event occurring is calculated using some attributes or features in the data and the classification performed by selecting the event with the highest probability as the class in which the member of the data set should belong. As its name suggests, the naïve Bayes method [Korb and Nicholson, 2004] , also referred to as 'Idiot's Bayes', is easy to use and interpret, as highlighted from inspection of Figure However, even though the naïve Bayes classification model is simple in nature, in many cases it can still manage to outperform more sophisticated classification techniques. As such it is considered to be particularly suited to situations where the dimensionality of the inputs is high. Naïve Bayes reduces a high-dimensional density estimation task to a one-dimensional kernel density estimation. Furthermore, the main criticism of the naïve Bayes classification method that it assumes independence between input features, does not seem to greatly affect the posterior probabilities, thus leaving the classification task unaffected.
Accident and Emergency Patients
The UK National Health Service (NHS) has received a large amount of media attention concerning their provision of care to the general public. Under particular scrutiny are the queues in which patients are waiting at Accident and Emergency (A&E) departments or Emergency Rooms and the resulting trolley waits they accrue. Upon receipt of their treatment, A&E patients either leave hospital and return home or they become an emergency admission requiring further medical care or attention during a stay in hospital. The trolley waits are the times that the emergency admission patients spend waiting in a hospital trolley, from the clinician's decision to admit (DTA) until they are allocated a hospital bed. The UK Government have now placed targets on these trolley waiting times in order to monitor the efficiency of hospitals with the view of motivating healthcare managers to improve the service of healthcare to the patient [NHS, 2004] .
The DC-Ph models are applied to data taken from the NIRAES (Northern Ireland Regional Accident and Emergency System) database. The data set contains all new arrivals at a busy UK A&E department, over a 12 month period between 2005/06. In total, there are records for all 52,928 new patients presenting at the A&E department and thus does not include patients who have been called back for review. Patient information recorded include patient age, sex, arrival method, departure method, incident type, assigned priority code, an indicator variable on whether a patient should be admitted to hospital, that is, whether a decision to admit (DTA) was made or not and an associated trolley waiting time for all DTA patients.
Results
The focus of this research is to represent the trolley waits based on patient information using the two DC-Ph models previously discussed. The time that patients spend waiting for a hospital bed is considered by the process component of the model, the Coxian phase-type distribution whereas the patient information and how it inter-relates is considered by the first component of the model which either takes on the form of a Bayesian network or a naïve Bayes classifier. The results of which are discussed as follows. Figure 4 illustrates the fitted model for patient trolley waiting times where the first component in the model represents the network of patient characteristics and how they inter-relate to determine the patient outcome of whether they receive a decision to be admitted to hospital. The second component then captures this waiting time for patients placed in trolleys awaiting admission to a specific hospital ward. Those patients who are DTA, that is, those requiring a hospital stay, are modeled using the second component of model the Coxian phase-type distribution described by the following probability density function of T, the random variable for trolley waiting time;
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The diagrammatic representation in Figure 4 highlights some interesting relationships in the data for example the age group of a patient has an influence on the type of incident, arrival mode and 'DTA?', the outcome of the patient. This was also evident from preliminary data analysis which highlighted teenagers as the age group category with the smallest (6%) proportion of patients being admitted to hospital, while 60 year olds and over make up 54% of all DTA patients, in particular, the patients aged 80 to 89 years consisted of the single largest group of DTA patients (19%). This is expected as the older patients would be considered more dependent on others, potentially having other medical complaints which could lead to more complications and an overall more likely decision to be admitted to hospital. In addition to age group, the variables incident type, arrival mode and priority level are considered to have influence on outcome 'DTA?'. Incident type refers to the kind of incident in which the patient was involved such as 'road traffic accident', 'non-trauma case' or 'home accident' case. A high proportion of DTA patients were admitted as a non-trauma case whereas those patients with No DTA tended to be in A&E due to non-trauma, home accident or due to an incident that happened in a public place. Arrival mode refers to the form of transport taken to get to the A&E department for instance 'ambulance arrival', 'private transport' or 'public transport' are possible. The DTA patients, as is expected were generally arriving at the A&E department via ambulance or private transport. This seems reasonable as you would expect that those patients that are admitted to hospital for further care to be the more severe cases and thus the more urgent so more likely to be the ambulance cases or private transport.
Priority level is a variable assigned to the patient, by hospital staff, on arrival to A&E. There are five different levels starting with code red or level 1 which is the most severe where the patient requires immediate resuscitation, level 2 refers to patients considered to be very urgent right through to the least severe level 5 classed as non-urgent. The patients who receive a DTA mainly comprised of the urgent cases (coded as level 3) while those patients that have No DTA tend to be less severe cases, coded as level 4 referred to as standard. This variable is considered a very useful indicator in predicting the patients' outcome of whether they receive DTA or No DTA. Indeed the priority variable could be viewed as a proxy variable for many other covariates in addition to the value of the hospital staff member's intuition and experience on assessing patients on the first initial inspection. Figure 5 illustrates the fitted model for patient trolley waiting times where the first component in the model represents the naïve Bayes Classification of patient characteristics and how they relate to determine the patient outcome of whether they are admitted to hospital, and the second component represents waiting time as detailed in equations (1) - (5). The diagrammatic representation of the model highlights the naïve Bayes classifier using the variables priority code and arrival mode to predict whether a new patient will require admission or not, that is whether they receive a decision to admit (DTA). The naïve Bayes Classifier produces a table representing the association between each node in the classification structure and its classification. The outcome, 'DTA?', of whether a patient should be admitted or not is based on the two patient features, the patient's priority code and admission mode. For example, a patient with a priority code of 1, high priority, and admission mode as ambulance is predicted to be a DTA which again is what would be expected.
This relationship between priority code and admission mode was also included in the previous Bayesian network model however on comparison of the two techniques, the naïve Bayes component is simpler and easier to understand than that of the previous model. The Bayesian network model does however permit the use of the network of inter-relationships between variables and thus as a consequence provides a lot more information regarding associations in the model.
Conclusion
This paper introduces a family of DC-Ph models which expand upon previous research on the C-Ph distribution. The technique considers a model consisting of Previous research on the C-Ph model was applied to the healthcare domain with a particular focus on representing the duration of stay of elderly patients in hospital based on patient information. This then provided potential for using the model as a management tool for identifying patients who were most likely to have an extreme length of stay in hospital and as a consequence block the facilities or hospital bed to others. The DC-Ph models are demonstrated using similar data, this time for waiting times in an Accident and Emergency Department or Emergency room where patient information, known on arrival to an A&E department, is used to predict the future outcome ('DTA?') of the patients and their associated trolley wait. The model may be used to identify those patients at risk of experiencing a long trolley wait so that something can be arranged to alleviate this problem and prevent the situation occurring.
Alternatively, the model has the potential of acting as a management support tool where 'what if?' scenarios can be considered and the consequences of them impacting upon the system modeled in advance to highlight benefits, potential problems and further requirements that will improve and monitor the efficiency of the hospital system. This paper considered two forms of DC-Ph model, which involved the use of a Bayesian network or alternatively a naïve Bayes classification component as the graphical structure in the conditional component of the model. Alternatively, other forms of graphical model could be investigated to identify if any potential exists to represent the association between the discrete variables in a different form. For instance, further work could be carried out to investigate whether it may be worth including clustering algorithms to form groups of variables in the conditional component of the model or alternatively to consider some form of principle component analysis (PCA) and use the PCA components in the conditional component.
